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Background
Use of alcohol imposes a huge burden on the state of Hawai‘i. Increasing community eﬀorts to combat the
issue, Hawai‘i Department of Health, Alcohol and Drug Abuse Division (ADAD) received the Strategic Prevenon Framework Partnerships for Success (SPFPFS) Grant from the Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administraon. Hawai‘i PFS is a mulyear project for enhancing local substance abuse prevenon system and addressing underage drinking prevenon via an environmental approach. This catalog aims to provide informaon on the eﬀecveness of environmental strategies for underage drinking prevenon.
Descripon of work
This catalog is adapted from the Catalog of Environmental Prevenon Strategies of the Wyoming Survey &
Analysis Center (WYSAC) at the University of Wyoming, published in October 2012, under contract to the
Public Health Division of the Wyoming Department of Health. The WYSAC’s catalog contains a comprehensive
collecon of environmental prevenon strategies that address alcohol and substance abuse issues. The easy
touse catalog presents the eﬀecveness of each strategy based on literature review and provides related
informaon on Wyoming policies where available. 
The University of Hawai‘i, Center on the Family, received permission from The Wyoming Survey & Analysis
Center (WYSAC) by representaves Humphrey Costello and Rodney Wambeam to update its catalog for use
with Hawai‘i’s Partnerships for Success project. This catalog focuses solely on underage drinking prevenon
and is updated with new evidence from the latest literature and related Hawai‘i policies and pracces where
available. 
Environmental strategies for prevenon
Environmental prevenon strategies focus on changing aspects of the environment that contribute to the use
of underage drinking including, but not limited to, norms tolerant of use and abuse, policies enabling use and
abuse, lack of enforcement of laws designed to prevent use and abuse, and inadequate negave sancons
for use and abuse. Environmental prevenon strategies can change public laws, iniate policies and inﬂuence
pracces to create environments that decrease the probability of substance use in the general populaon
(SAMHSA, 2010; Wisconsin Clearinghouse for Prevenon Resources, n.d.). 
Altering the environment can aﬀect both the availability of alcohol and the norms surrounding substance use
and abuse. Research evaluang the eﬀecveness of speciﬁc environmental strategies, as well as mul
component intervenons, has shown that environmental prevenon strategies can be eﬀecve (Surgeon
General’s Report, 2016; Barbour et al., 2003; Community Guide, 2011). 
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Causal Domains
Following the pathbreaking work of Birckmayer, Holder, Yacoubian, and Friend (2004), environmental strategies are organized by the pernent causal domain from the general causal domain prevenon model, made
up of seven domains. These include availability (economic availability, retail availability, social availability),
community norms, enforcement, promoon and media, and individual factors (which are not included in this
catalog). The general causal model is intended to assist prevenon professionals by helping explain the complexies associated with underage drinking and illuminate mulple intervenon points within the system
(Birckmayer et al., 2004). The following secon contains a descripon of each causal domain. 
Availability
Disrupng the availability of alcohol is one way to prevent underage drinking. If a substance is not available,
the substance cannot be used and problems associated with use are likely to diminish. The availability of alcohol depends on its price, its supply through retail means, and the supply of alcohol through other social outlets, such as family and friends (Birckmayer et al., 2004). Thus, availability is further broken down into three
separate domains: economic availability, retail availability, and social availability. While these domains are
dynamic, individually they each provide a potenal point of intervenon to prevent underage drinking.
x

Economic availability

As a general rule, the demand for a good is dependent on the price of the good. The demand for some goods
is extremely sensive to price, whereas the demand for other goods remains relavely stable despite ﬂuctuaons in price. In the case of alcohol, there is a wide range of evidence from econometric research that
demonstrates price is strongly associated with alcohol use and related problems. A higher price is associated
with lower use (Birckmayer et al., 2004). Environmental prevenon strategies that focus on increasing the
price of alcohol are categorized under economic availability.
x

Retail availability

Retail availability refers to the accessibility of alcohol through retail markets, which include formal markets
such as restaurants, bars, and other legal venues, as well as illegal markets such as unlicensed businesses
(Birckmayer et al., 2004). Restricng retail availability limits consumers’ access to alcohol, thereby liming
use. Restricng retail availability can be achieved through mulple environmental prevenon strategies.
Strategies that impose restricons on the purchaser include requiring a minimum age for purchase of alcohol
or entry into retail outlets. Prevenon strategies targeng the physical availability of alcohol within retail
markets include liming the density of retail outlets, restricng the hours of retail operaon and liming condional use permits. Finally, prevenon strategies may also restrict the seller/server of the substance through
liability laws and seller/server training requirements. 
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x

Social availability

Social availability refers to the procurement of alcohol through “social” sources outside of retail markets, including family, friends, and other acquaintances (Birckmayer et al., 2004). Unlike retail availability, social
availability does not rely on the exchange of money or goods for the product and is not regulated at the state
or local level. Therefore, intervenons that are eﬀecve in the retail market may not be eﬀecve in social
markets. Examples of environmental prevenon strategies that aim to restrict social availability are social
host laws. Because social availability of a substance occurs outside regulated markets, it is much more diﬃcult to measure the amount of product available and the extent to which it is reaching the consumer. 
Enforcement
Public policies, laws, and regulaons governing alcohol availability, promoon, and use rely on acve enforcement for eﬀecve implementaon. Enforcement may include surveillance of alcohol sales at retail outlets, graduated license policies, issuing penales and ﬁnes for violaons, community policing of local ordinances, and providing incenves for upholding alcoholrelated policies. While it remains unclear whether actual enforcement or simply the perceived threat of enforcement movates individuals to comply with laws
related to alcohol, research shows that as the likelihood of detecon, arrest, and/or citaon increases, so
does compliance (Birckmayer et al., 2004). Enforcement prevenon strategies take many forms. Strategies
focused on impaired driving include the use of sobriety checkpoints, and zero tolerance of blood alcohol concentraon laws for those under age 21. Enforcement eﬀorts aimed at prevenng underage drinking include
compliance checks and graduated license policies. Enforcement policies focused on the prevenon of alcohol
use and abuse are associated with increased reducons in alcohol use and related problems (Birckmayer et
al., 2004).
Promoon and media
In addion to availability, use of alcohol is inﬂuenced by promoon of substance use and abuse in the media.
Here, promoon refers to increased consumer exposure to a product through adversements, discounts,
and/or event sponsorship. For example, many alcohol companies depict enjoyable use of their product
through diﬀerent promoonal methods in order to recruit new users and retain current users, while improving atudes about overall product use (Birckmayer et al., 2004). Environmental prevenon strategies can
impose restricons on the promoon of alcohol and can use monitoring data of alcohol promoons to advocate for restricons. Restricons can limit where adversements are located, including restricons in public
places, sporng and other community events sponsorships, and on the exterior of oﬀpremise outlets, the
type of media used to display the adversement, and when the adversements are viewed. Environmental
prevenon strategies may also include the use of countermarkeng campaigns and media literacy. Migang the promoon of alcohol provides a point of intervenon beyond the scope of availability. 
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Community norms
Norms shape the level of acceptance of alcohol within a community. This level of community acceptance is
translated into individual use of the substance through the collecve desire to conform to social and group
norms (Birckmayer et al., 2004). Norms can vary across diﬀerent social groups and may reﬂect diﬀering levels
of acceptable substance use between social groups. Public policies, laws, and regulaons are based on norms
and ulmately aﬀect the availability and promoon of substances within a community (Birckmayer et al.,
2004). In this way, the availability, promoon, and norms surrounding alcohol all interact to determine the
level of use and associated problems within a community. Acve coalion building is one example of an environmental prevenon strategy that focuses on changing community norms around the use of alcohol. For
example, a key component of Communies Mobilizing for Change on Alcohol (CMCA), a community
organizing program designed to reduce teens’ access to alcohol, is to communicate a clear message to the
community that underage drinking is inappropriate and unacceptable (NREPP, 2012). While it remains diﬃcult to accurately measure community norms surrounding underage drinking, more research is necessary to
determine the link between community norms and underage drinking. 
Individual factors
Individual factors makeup the seventh, and ﬁnal, domain in the general causal domain model. However, because the objecve of this catalog is to assess environmental prevenon strategies, strategies that target individual factors are not included in this document.
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This version of the catalog is adapted for use in Hawai‘i for coalions and prevenon professionals interested
in selecng evidencebased environmental prevenon strategies targeng underage drinking. 
Each strategy entry includes a strategy name, descripon of the strategy, and discussion of eﬀecveness. An easytoread composite indicator displays the level of eﬀecveness and strength of the evidence based on the available literature. In the example on the right, the green color indicates “eﬀecve,” and a 5/8 pie indicates that
the evidence was based on numerous studies. More details on how to read the composite indicator are provided on pages 1012. 
Most strategies also include a descripon of the related Hawai‘i law. Each entry also has a table that shows
the domain about each strategy. 
The back page of each catalog entry lists references for the evidence base and suggesons for further reading
to help community prevenon professionals learn more about speciﬁc strategies when making a decision
about which strategies to implement in their communies. 
Finally, this catalog presents informaon current at the me of publicaon, but research on prevenon connues to be published; similarly, prevenon strategies employed in Hawai‘i change and evolve. The authors
welcome feedback and informaon that would help us update the catalog in the future. 
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Approach for literature review
WYSAC researchers began the literature review by searching for environmental prevenon strategies indexed in the
Cochrane database, the Naonal Registry of Evidencebased Programs and Pracces (NREPP) registry, and The Community Guide to Prevenve Services. If a systemac review could be located in any one of these sources, researchers moved
on to review the next strategy. If no evidence could be located, they connued by searching The MayaTech Corporaon’s Environmental Strategies Selecon Guide for relevant arcles (Pebone, Kowalczyk, & Laestadius, 2006). Again,
if no evidence could be located, they searched databases: PubMed/Medline, CINAHL (EBSCOhost), and PsycInfo
(EBSCOhost). If they sll did not have suﬃcient evidence, they searched Google Scholar and retrieved the most upto
date, and highlycited arcles. Finally, in the event that no arcles or literature could be located, they performed a
Google search for grey literature. 
In an eﬀort to locate the most prominent and recent publicaons, researchers searched for arcles published aer
1999. However, if no arcles were located, they looked further back in the literature. This review process was not designed to be an exhausve search of the literature, but to ﬁnd the most prominent, current arcles on each strategy.
The Center on the Family team searched for more current literature and began with the Surgeon General’s report
(2016), The Community Guide, Alcohol: No ordinary commodity book (2010), the Maryland Collaborave to reduce college drinking and related problems (2013), and through PubMed/Medline.

Evidence sources
No evidence found
This evidence category indicates that there is inadequate research to evaluate the eﬀecveness of the strategy. A strategy with no evidence may be relavely new and not yet evaluated, or the peerreviewed arcles on
the strategy may lack quantave analysis of outcomes. 
Grey literature
Grey literature refers to wrien material that is produced by an instute and/or organizaon that has not
been published in peerreviewed, academic journals. 
Single published study
This evidence category refers to a single published study that appeared in a peerreviewed, academic journal.
Numerous published studies
This evidence category refers to strategies with evidence from mulple studies that have appeared in peer
reviewed, academic journals.
Systemac review 
A systemac review is a crical assessment and evaluaon of all research studies that address a parcular
issue (US Department of Health and Human Services, n.d.). In most cases, researchers use an organized method of locang, assembling, and evaluang a given body of literature on a parcular topic using a set of speciﬁc criteria (US Department of Health and Human Services, n.d.). 
PFS Catalog of EvidenceBased Environmental Strategies to Prevent Underage Drinking in Hawai‘i, 2017
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Metaanalysis
Metaanalysis refers to a method of combining data from mulple research studies that is similar to a systemac review, but which includes a stascal process that combines ﬁndings from individual studies (US Department of Health and Human Services, n.d.). 
Cochrane Review
Cochrane Reviews are systemac reviews published by the Cochrane Collaboraon—an internaonal network of healthcare professionals that prepares, maintains, and promotes the accessibility of systemac reviews on a range of health topics. Cochrane Reviews cover primary research in human health care and health
policy, and are internaonally recognized as the highest standard in evidencebased health care (The
Cochrane Collaboraon, 2012).
Community Guide
The Guide to Community Prevenve Services (The Community Guide) is a resource for informaon on evidence
based prevenon strategies, recommendaons, and ﬁndings about what works to improve public health.
The Community Guide represents a credible resource based on a scienﬁc systemac review process that provides answers to quesons that are crical to public health (The Guide to Community Prevenve Services,
2012).
NREPP
The Naonal Registry of Evidencebased Programs and Pracces (NREPP) is a service of the Substance Abuse
and Mental Health Services Administraon (SAMHSA) that provides a searchable online registry of mental
health and substance abuse intervenons that have been reviewed and rated by independent reviewers. The
purpose of NREPP is to assist the public in idenfying scienﬁcallybased approaches to prevenng and
treang mental and/or substance use disorders that can be readily disseminated to the ﬁeld (Naonal Registry of Evidencebase Programs and Pracces, 2012).

Two addional sources are also key in ﬁnding the eﬀecveness of environmental strategies. These are the
2010 book Alcohol. No ordinary commodity: Research and public policy and the Surgeon General’s 2016 report, Facing addicon in America: The Surgeon General’s report on alcohol, drugs, and health. 
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Indicator of eﬀecveness
Aer performing the literature review, WYSAC researchers found that mulple studies evaluang the same
strategy oen had diﬀerent research designs, and/or evaluated diﬀerent substances, age groups/
populaons, and outcomes. Some studies evaluated strategies individually, whereas others evaluated strategies as part of mulcomponent intervenons that included several addional strategies. Therefore, they had
to determine a way to assess the eﬀecveness of the evidence that could account for variaons in how the
strategies were evaluated.
To address the complexity of evaluang the eﬀecveness of the evidence, researchers developed a color
coded indicator. The color of the indicator represents the eﬀecveness of the strategy based on the available
literature. The following provides a descripon of each colorindicator: 
Eﬀecve
A green indicator implies that for the speciﬁc substance, populaon, and/or outcome evaluated in the literature, the strategy was found to have a stascally signiﬁcant (p<.05) eﬀect in the desired direcon. 
Varied evidence of eﬀecveness
A yellow indicator implies that the evidence base has varied results regarding the eﬀecveness of the strategy. For example, research may support the eﬀecveness of the strategy when used for one substance, but
not for another, or for one populaon, but not another. Addionally, research may support the eﬀecveness
of the strategy when evaluated for one outcome, but not for another. A yellow indicator may also signal that
the strategy was found to be eﬀecve as part of a mulcomponent intervenon, but not as a stand alone
approach, or vice versa. A strategy with a yellow indicator implies further invesgaon is necessary to determine if the strategy is eﬀecve for the desired substance, outcome, and/or populaon. 
Not eﬀecve 
A red indicator implies that the strategy was not found to have a signiﬁcant eﬀect in the desired direcon for
any of the substances, outcomes, and/or populaons reviewed in the evidence base. 
Although the indicator is intended to reﬂect the eﬀecveness of a given strategy based on the most
prominent and current literature available, it should not be viewed as a stac, unchanging symbol indicang
the usefulness of all environmental prevenon strategies. When selecng a prevenon strategy, a prevenon
professional must consider the level of readiness of their community, the costeﬀecveness of each strategy,
and the current prevenon programming available in their community. We hope this catalog serves as a ﬁrst
step toward idenfying evidencebased environmental prevenon strategies that may work within a speciﬁc
community for a speciﬁc goal.
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The following are sources to learn about current Hawai‘i laws, rules, and policies pertaining to alcohol and underage
drinking. 
x

The Hawai‘i State Legislature webpage allows users to search the Hawai‘i Revised Statutes by law number or keyword. hp://www.capitol.hawaii.gov/

x

Each county’s Liquor Commission website oﬀers much informaon online. For example, the Honolulu Liquor Commission oﬀers a downloadable pdf ﬁle of Hawai‘i state laws related to alcohol as well as another document on the
Honolulu Liquor Commission rules pertaining to alcohol in Honolulu County. If you can’t ﬁnd what you need from
the county liquor commission’s website, you can contact them to request informaon. 
Honolulu Liquor Commission: hps://www.honolulu.gov/liq.html
Maui Liquor Control Commission: hp://co.maui.hi.us/186/LiquorControlCommission
Kaua‘i Department of Liquor Control: hp://www.kauai.gov/Liquor
Hawai‘i (County) Department of Liquor Control: hp://www.hawaiicounty.gov/liquorcontrol/

x

Naonal Instute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism’s (NIAAA) Alcohol Policy Informaon System (APIS) dataset
(2013). 
The Alcohol Policy Informaon System (APIS) provides detailed informaon on a wide variety of alcoholrelated
policies in the United States at both State and Federal levels. Detailed statebystate informaon is available for
alcoholrelated policies. APIS also provides a variety of informaonal resources of interest to alcohol policy researchers and others involved with alcohol policy issues. 
hps://alcoholpolicy.niaaa.nih.gov/Home.html

x

STOP Act report (Sober Truth On Prevenng Underage Drinking)
This 2015 report includes the results of the STOP Act survey for Hawai‘i (and also the rest of the U.S.) about our
laws, policies, drinking prevenon programs, and enforcement, including dram shop liability and social host civil
liability. 
The report also highlights updated epidemiological data about underage drinking in America and about the acvies of federal agencies working for underage drinking prevenon.

x

Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administraon’s (SAMHSA) Report to Congress on the Prevenon and
Reducon of Underage Drinking. Volume I (December 2015). hps://www.stopalcoholabuse.gov/media/
ReportToCongress/2015/report_main/2015_RTC_Volume_I.pdf 

x

Insurance Instute for Highway Safety (IIHS) (2013) 
This website provides informaon about graduated driver licenses (GDL), requirements by state, and a GDL crash
reducon calculator. hp://www.iihs.org/iihs/topics/laws/graduatedlicenseintro
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Administrave Penales/License Sancons 
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Checking ID for Alcohol Sales
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Commercial Host (Dram Shop)/Beverage Servers’ Legal
Liability
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Retail Outlets 
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Communies Mobilizing for Change on Alcohol 
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Graduated Driver’s License Policies
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9
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9
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9
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Descripon of
of Strategy
strategy
Descripon

Discussion
of eﬀecveness
ence on the
price of purchase of alcohol (M. 

Intervenons to increase the price for alcohol Sparks, personal communicaon, June 2017).  

products through municipal, state, or federal Discussion of eﬀecveness

legislaon raise the excise tax on these prod- Evidence shows that raising the price of alco- 
ucts. Alcohol excise taxes aﬀect the price of hol is eﬀecve in reducing excessive alcohol 
alcohol and are intended to reduce alcohol consumpon, adolescent drinking, alcohol 
related harms, raise revenue, or both. Alcohol impaired driving, and mortality from liver
taxes are implemented at the state and feder- cirrhosis (Elder et al., 2010). Evidence supal level, and are beveragespeciﬁc (i.e., they ports a strong eﬃcacy rang that raising the
diﬀer for beer, wine, and spirits). These taxes price of alcohol was strongly associated with 
are usually based on the amount of beverage adults and youth in regards to binge drinking 
purchased (not on the sales price), so their and alcoholimpaired driving (Nelson et al., 

eﬀects can erode over me due to inﬂaon if 2013). Studies reviewed for the Community 
they are not adjusted regularly (Guide to Guide (2013) provided consistent evidence

Community Prevenve Services, 2007). 
that increases in alcohol prices and alcohol
Recommendaons for an ideal tax policy
would include taxes to be 33%‒50% of total
price, or if taxes were based on ethanol content (Nelson et al., 2013). Other strategies
include increasing liquor licensing fees for
retailers and infracon penales for violaons
of alcohol laws and regulaons (Hoover,
2005). Evidence generally supports that increasing alcohol taxes can result in net cost
savings (SAMHSA, 2016). The Instute of
Medicine (2004) recommended the raising of
taxes on alcohol to reduce underage consumpon and raise revenues for underage
drinking prevenon as one of their top strategies. Raising the price of alcohol is recommended as evidencebased in the 2016 Surgeon General’s report and Alcohol: No Ordinary Commodity (2010). Another strategy is
to raise the price of the liquor license fees. 

Hawai‘i’s Alcohol Pricing Policies
Source: the STOP report 2015.
Beer (5% alcohol): Speciﬁc excise tax is
$0.93/gallon. Note: $0.54/gallon for containers of 7 gallons or more. Wine (12% alcohol):
Speciﬁc excise tax: is $1.38/gallon. Spirits
(40% alcohol): Excise tax is $5.98/gallon.
Wholesale pricing restricons exist for Beer,
alcohol, wine, and spirits. The Retailer credit
for beer, wine or spirits are restricted—30
days maximum. 

Target substance(s): Alcohol
Used in Hawai‘i: Yes
Other names/examples: None



Indicator of Eﬀecveness and
Strength of Evidence



taxes are associated with decreases in both
excessive alcohol consumpon and related 
harms. Although these eﬀects were not re- 
stricted to a parcular demographic group,
there is some evidence that they apply to
groups with a high prevalence of excessive
alcohol consumpon (e.g., young men). 
Evidence strongly supports youth are parcularly pricesensive; research on the impact
of beer prices indicated reducons in underage and binge drinking in youth (University of
Wisconsin Populaon Health Instute, 2017).
Evidence supports that policies increase the
price for dislled spirits shis consumpon to
loweralcohol content beverages, resulng in
reduced amount of pure alcohol consumpon
(Babor et al., 2003).



Not effective



Varied evidence of effectiveness



Effective

Strength of evidence:

Furthermore, seng a minimum price of alcohol is another eﬀecve way to reduce consumpon. Evidence suggests that price increases for alcopops result in less consumpon of alcopops by young drinkers from a few
studies in other countries (Babor et al., 2010;
Chikritzhs et al., 2009). 



No evidence found



Grey literature



Single published study



Numerous published studies



Systematic review, metaanalysis




Cochrane Review, Community Guide,
NREPP

Causal Domain
Economic availability
Retail availability
Social availability
Promoon & media
Enforcement
Community norms




Currently, Hawai‘i has not raised liquor license fees in the past 12 years. However,
with limited evidence on the eﬀecveness, it
is undetermined as to how much the license
fee would have to be raised to make a diﬀerPFS Catalog of EvidenceBased Environmental Strategies to Prevent Underage Drinking in Hawai‘i, 2017
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Descripon of
of strategy
strategy
Descripon

Discussion
of eﬀecveness

veness are
dependent on the availability
of
alternave
forms
of
cheaper
alcohol
(Babor
et
Drink promoons such as happy hour may
al.,
2010).

contribute to the excessive and rapid consumpon of alcohol. These pracces include The Maryland Collaborave, (2013) idenﬁed
price reducon on certain drinks for a speciﬁc that most on and oﬀ campus alcohol outlets
me period and theme nights where certain market happy hour to college students. When
people receive free drinks. Happy hour re- acvely enforced, reducing or prohibing
stricons aim to reduce alcohol availability these types of promoons can reduce alcohol
through restricon of these promoonal ac- problems among college populaons. A study
on underage college students who took advies (WyPTAC, 2009). 
vantage of happy hours, low priced or special

promoons found “the more likely they reHawai‘i Revised Statute (HRS)
port that they drink” (Paek & Hove, 2012).
Hawai‘i state law does not literally refer to One study conducted in the Netherlands
happy hour or drink specials, but applies stat- found higher levels of adolescent drinking
utes to regulate happy hours. Under HRS when happy hour discounts were available
§28178.5: 
(Van Hoof, van Noordenburg, & Jong, 2008).
(a) alcohol licensees are prohibited from en- An early observaonal study did not ﬁnd a
gaging in pracces that promote the exces- signiﬁcant diﬀerence in alcohol consumpon
sive consumpon of alcoholic beverages. 
before the happy hour ban compared to aer
(b) The various county liquor commissions are the implementaon of the happy hour ban
required to promote and enact regulaons to (Smart & Adlaf, 1986). 
prohibit pracces that promote excessive
alcohol consumpon.
(c) Any person who violates the secon or any
rule adopted by the commission pursuant to
this chapter shall be guilty of a violaon for
each separate oﬀense. Each date of violaon
shall constute a separate oﬀense. 
From the Honolulu Liquor Commission for the
County of Honolulu: §38478.51. Pracces to
Promote Consumpon of Liquor, Prohibited: 
(a) No licensee shall promote the excessive
consumpon of liquor, or sell or oﬀer to sell
any liquor to any person who appears to be
intoxicated from excessive intoxicang liquor.
(b) No licensee of any onpremises licensed to
sell liquor for consumpon shall: (1) Sell, adverse or oﬀer to sell “all the liquor you can
drink” for a ﬁxed price. (2) Encourage or permit any game or contest that involves the
consumpon of liquor or the awarding of
liquor as a prize. 
Check with the Liquor Commission of each
county for their rules related to happy hours,
discounts, or promoon of excessive drinking.

Discussion of eﬀecveness
The limited evidence on the eﬃcacy of happy
hour restricons is varied. Variaons of eﬀec-






Target substance(s): Alcohol
Used in Hawai‘i: No




Other names/examples: None












Indicator of Eﬀecveness and
Strength of Evidence











Indicator of eﬀecveness:

A study focused on colleges in the United
States, examined on and oﬀpremise alcohol
outlets near their campus residence found
associaons that low and frequent alcohol
price promoons resulted in higher self
reports of binge drinking by college students
(Kuo et al., 2002). 

Not effective



Varied evidence of effectiveness



Effective

Strength of evidence:

A systemac review found that restricng
drink specials decreased excessive alcohol
consumpon and related problems decrease,
especially among young adults when alcohol
prices increase (University of Wisconsin Populaon Health Instute, 2014).
Another college study provided addional
evidence that policies liming happy hour and
sale of beer by the pitcher in addion to higher beer excise tax reduced alcohol use among
college students (Williams, Powell, Wechsler,
2002). The Instute of Medicine [IOM] recommended that colleges can implement protecve measures through campus alcohol
policies such as (restricon of kegs at on
campus pares), legal regulaons, alcohol
server training programs, and the restricon
of lowcost alcohol promoons or “happy
hours.” Currently, other states and local governments have adopted policies liming price
related promoons in onpremise establishments (IOM, 2004).

PFS Catalog of EvidenceBased Environmental Strategies to Prevent Underage Drinking in Hawai‘i, 2017





No evidence found



Grey literature



Single published study



Numerous published studies



Systematic review, metaanalysis




Cochrane Review, Community Guide,
NREPP

Causal Domain
Economic availability
Retail availability
Social availability
Promoon & media
Enforcement
Community norms
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Descripon of strategy
Discussion of eﬀecveness

An administrave penalty is a legal mecha- There is limited evidence to evaluate the
nism that allows a local governing body to eﬀecveness of administrave penales as
penalize alcohol license holders for failing to an independent prevenon strategy to precomply with state laws or local ordinances vent the sale of alcohol to underage youth.
relang to the sales of alcohol. It usually Evidence does suggest that graduated adinvolves a monetary ﬁne or the suspension ministrave penales work as an enforceor revocaon of an alcohol license. In Ha- ment mechanism for compliance checks and
wai‘i, it is administered by the county liquor responsible beverage service training
commission or adjudicaon board, rather (Mosher, Toomey, Good, Harwood, & Wagethan the court system. It is imposed upon naar, 2002). However, this evidence was
based on qualitave analysis and did not
the license holder.
Administrave penales are intended to provide quantave results.
provide an alternave enforcement mechanism that is more costeﬀecve, mely and
praccal than prosecung servers and sellers
through the court system. It provides an
alternave to criminal prosecuon, but does
not necessarily replace criminal prosecuon
(some communies pursue both prosecuon
and administrave penales). Administrave
penales can be wrien and passed as a
local ordinance or state law (University of
Minnesota Alcohol Epidemiology Program,
2011). 

Research does suggest, however, that graduated administrave penales when combined with responsible beverage service
training should be provided with acve surveillance of training programs, monitor and
track which licensees and servers have completed the training, and establish a framework for imposing penales on violators
through suspension or revocaon of a cerﬁcaon or license to sell or serve alcohol
(Wagenaar & Tobler, 2007). 






Target substance(s): Alcohol
Used in Hawai‘i : Yes




Other names/examples: None











Indicator of Eﬀecveness and
Strength of Evidence










Indicator of eﬀecveness:


Not effective



Varied evidence of effectiveness





Effective

Hawai‘i law



Strength of evidence:

See Liquor Commission rules in each county
to ﬁnd out their sancons for licensee violaons. Some quesons to consider: Are the
sancons—ﬁnes or suspension or revocaon—higher for repeated oﬀenses? What
type of enforcement data does the Liquor
Commission have for each county? These
data and informaon on sancons may inform future advocacy eﬀorts. 





No evidence found



Grey literature



Single published study





Numerous published studies





Systematic review, metaanalysis



The retailer has a defense to a charge of furnishing to a minor if, in making the sale or
allowing the consumpon of liquor by a minor. The retailer was misled by the appearance of the minor and the aending circumstances into honestly believing that the minor purchasing was of legal age, and if the
retailer can prove that he or she acted in
good faith—also known as aﬃrmave defense. The retailer must prove this. 






Cochrane Review, Community Guide,
NREPP









Causal Domain



Economic availability
Retail availability
Social availability
Promoon & media
Enforcement
Community norms
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Discussion
of eﬀecveness

x Licenses
for drivers under age
21 are
easily
disnguishable
from
those
for
Employees at retail outlets that sell alcohol
drivers
age
21
and
older
(STOP
Act
reare responsible for checking the idenﬁcaport,
2015).
on of customers who aempt to purchase
alcohol. Age idenﬁcaon policies are According to the Honolulu Liquor Commiswrien guidelines at stores, bars, and restau- sion for the County of Honolulu §281101.5
rants that provide employees with instruc- secon c — Prohibions involving minors;
ons on checking age idenﬁcaon of cus- penalty: No minor shall falsify any idenﬁtomers aempng to buy alcohol to make caon or use any false idenﬁcaon or idensure they are age 21. Consistent use of these ﬁcaon of another person or of a ﬁcous
guidelines may reduce illegal sales of alcohol person for the purpose of buying or
to underage youth by encouraging employ- aempng to buy liquor or for the purpose
ees to refuse to sell to any customer who of obtaining employment to sell or serve
does not have a valid ID showing they are of liquor on licensed premises. 
age and by increasing employees detecon Discussion of eﬀecveness
of fake IDs (University of Minnesota Alcohol
Studies which evaluated mulcomponent
Epidemiology Program, 2009).
alcohol prevenon programs on college camIt is illegal for youth under age 21 to use fake puses found a signiﬁcant reducon in alcohol
idenﬁcaon (ID) to purchase alcohol—from access. Checking IDs for alcohol sales was a
the retailer side, from the makers/ part of the program (Toomey, 2001; Wagedistributors of fake IDs, and their actual use naar, 2000). The evidence is insuﬃcient to
by underage youth. 
evaluate checking IDs for alcohol sales as an
Fake idenﬁcaon—support provisions for independent prevenon strategy.
retailers
The laws related to retailers and fake IDS

Descripon of strategy

Several provisions help retailers to detect
fake IDs beer.
x

Implemenng incenves for retailers to
use scanners.

x

Appearance of licenses for persons under age 21 has a special appearance.

x

Immediate conﬁscaon of suspicious ID
by the retailer.

x

Right for the retailer to sue minor for
using a fake ID.

Laws about checking idenﬁcaon are strong
if the state allows for general or for an
aﬃrmave defense to retailers who sell alcohol to underage purchasers based on a mistaken assessment of the purchaser's age. 
Hawai‘i law
According to the STOP Act, Hawai‘i law currently has an administrave license revocaon and includes the following provisions for
retailers: 
x

General aﬃrmave defense: The retailer
came to a reasonable decision when
claiming the aﬃrmave defense for selling alcohol to a minor. Inspecon of an
ID card is not required.






Target substance(s): Alcohol
Used in Hawai‘i: Yes




Other names/examples: None 












Indicator of Eﬀecveness and
Strength of Evidence











Indicator of eﬀecveness:

used by those under age 21 are associated
with an 11.9% decrease (stascally signiﬁcant) in FARS raos, which accounts for saving an esmated 301 lives naonally per year
(Fell, Scherer, Thomas, & Voas, 2016). If all
states had these laws, an esmated addional 40 lives per year potenally could be
saved. These results were based on structural equaon modeling of predictors on the
outcome of FARS vehicular crash death raos
of drinking to nondrinking drivers under age
21.

Not effective



Varied evidence of effectiveness



Effective

Strength of evidence:

The laws about fake IDs for minors was associated with a 5.3% decrease in beer consumpon based on a structural equaon
modeling study (Fell, Scherer, Thomas, &
Voas, 2016). 



No evidence found



Grey literature



Single published study



Numerous published studies



Systematic review, metaanalysis




Cochrane Review, Community Guide,
NREPP

Causal Domain
Economic availability
Retail availability
Social availability
Promoon & media
Enforcement
Community norms





This strategy is crossreferenced
as both enforcement and to
reduce retail availability.
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Discussion of eﬀecveness







Commercial host / Dram shop liability laws
establish a drinking outlet's (owner or server)
potenal ﬁnancial liability for serving alcohol
to an intoxicated or underage person who
later causes injury to a third party. Examples
of harms may include death, injury or other
damages.
Beverage servers' legal liability can be increased through dram shop liability laws. 
Dram shop laws are strong if they are common law and/or statutory law. 
Some states impose restricons on dram
shop liability by capping the amount of compensaon allowed in suits, by increasing the
evidence required to demonstrate responsibility, or by imposing statutes of limitaons
(Guide to Community Prevenve Services,
2010). The laws are weaker if there are any
limitaons on who may be sued, or for limitaons of recoverable amounts, or standards
of proof, or imposing statutes of limitaon. 
Saltz (2011) suggested that coalions could
publicize liability lawsuits as a way to use
awareness of exposure to liability as a movator. One study found that aer publicity
about two lawsuits against onpremises alcohol outlets in 1983 and 1984, singlevehicle
nighme crashes decreased at least 5%
(Wagenaar & Holder, 1991). Saltz also suggested working with insurance companies to
deﬁne risk management and to oﬀer discounts to onpremise outlets that comply
with them. 
Hawai‘i law
Hawai‘i has no state statutory liability. The
courts recognize common law dram shop
liability (STOP Act report, 2015). 
Hawai‘i Revised Statues Secon 02810078
The person injured may ﬁle a private legal
and civil ligaon against the alcohol retailer
for selling/serving alcohol to an individual
while under the inﬂuence of liquor. 
x

a person under age 21

x

a person is known to be a "habitual
drunkard”

x

a person who will consume the alcohol
in a vehicle traveling on a public street. 



Evidence from the number and consistency
of ﬁndings strongly support increasing beverage servers’ legal liability/dram shop liability
for prevenng and reducing alcoholrelated
harms (Guide to Community Prevenve Services, 2013). 
Dram shop liability is associated with a decline in motor vehicle deaths (Surgeon General, 2016; Babor et al., 2010). 
One study quanﬁed the esmated percent
decrease and lives saved by dram shop liability laws (Fell, Scherer, Thomas, & Voas,
2016). These results were based on structural equaon modeling of predictors on the
outcome of FARS vehicular crash death raos
of drinking to nondrinking drivers under age
21. Dram shop liability laws are associated
with a 2.5% decrease (stascally signiﬁcant)
in FARS raos, which means an esmated 64
lives saved naonally per year. If all states
had this law, nine more lives are esmated
to be saved. 



Target substance(s): Alcohol
Used in Hawai‘i: Yes





Other names/examples: Dram shop
liability










Indicator of Eﬀecveness and
Strength of Evidence










Indicator of eﬀecveness:

One study found increasing liability was related to lower selfreported probability of
heavy episodic drinking and drunk driving
among all drinkers, but did not reduce the
probability of these among heavy drinkers
(Stout, Sloan, Liang, & Davies, 2000).

Not effective



Varied evidence of effectiveness



Effective

Strength of evidence:

General tort reform eﬀorts or aempts to
limit the liability of commercial alcohol outlets may serve as barriers to maximally eﬀecve dram shop laws. For example, a survey
of proprietors of alcohol outlets suggests
that in states with stronger liability, owners
perceive a greater risk of lawsuits for service
to intoxicated patrons. Many of the studies
on which this review is based were done
before these restricons were passed in
many areas, and further research is needed
to accurately esmate their inﬂuence on the
eﬀecveness of dram shop laws (Community
Guide, 2013).



No evidence found



Grey literature



Single published study



Numerous published studies



Systematic review, metaanalysis




Cochrane Review, Community Guide,
NREPP

Causal Domain
Economic availability
Retail availability
Social availability
Promoon & media
Enforcement
Community norms

Dram shop liability is useful because on
premise alcohol outlets have been strongly
associated with binge drinking and risk behaviors (Rammohan et al., 2011). These laws
also help create a norm of responsible beverage service and encourages investment in
server training and other primary prevenon
(Community Guide, 2013). 
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Descripon of strategy

Discussion
of eﬀecveness

sort areas;
(2) hotel or condominium
hotel
liquor
licenses.

Local regulatory authority can idenfy the
appropriate locaons within their jurisdicon Discussion of eﬀecveness
where alcohol may be sold or consumed and A study looking at eight local alcohol policies,
how it may be distributed and marketed by including condional use permits, found that
way of condional use permits and land use none of the local alcoholpolicy rangs were
ordinances (Ashe, Jernigan, Kline, & Galaz, associated with adolescent drinking, but
2003). 
overall outlet density was posively related
Condional use permits somemes called
“special use permits” or “special excepons,”
is a zoning excepon. Whereby the government makes excepons for speciﬁc uses of
land otherwise not permied within the parcular zoning district as long as the property
owner meets certain condions and will not
negavely impactthe surrounding properes
(Fulton, 1999). Liming the number of local
condional use permits for alcoholrelated
purposes reduces the retail availability of
alcohol within a community. This strategy
relies on local regulatory and land use powers to decrease the retail availability of alcohol (Mosher & Reynolds, 1999).
A condional usepermitis designed to allow
ﬂexibility within the zoning laws toallow uses
otherwise prohibited in the speciﬁc districtfor the beneﬁt of the neighborhood. 
Deemed approved ordinances target exisng grocery stores, liquor stores, and specialty stores, which sell alcoholic beverages to
take home. “Deemed approved” literally refers to the businesses which are already legally operang at the me a new ordinance
regulang local alcohol sales is adopted. Violaons of the ordinance are handled through
the city or county level (Center on Alcohol
Markeng and Youth [CAMY], 2011). 
Hawai‘i law (Source: STOP Act report, 2015)
Hawai‘i law does not place any distance limitaon for new alcohol outlets near colleges
and universies. 
Prohibions against new alcohol outlet (beer,
wine, and spirits) sing near primary and
secondary schools: 
x

None for Oﬀpremises outlets

x

Onpremises outlets are prohibited from
being within 500 feet, if 40 percent of
registered voters or property owners
within the area protest. 

to alcohol use and heavy drinking (Paschall,
Grube, Thomas, Cannon, & Treﬀers, 2012).
A 2003 review of land use planning literature
suggests that land use regulaons are an
eﬀecve public health advocacy tool to lessen negave eﬀects of alcohol retail outlets in
neighborhoods but the review does not provide a quantave assessment of the eﬀecveness (Ashe, Jernigan, Kline, & Galaz,
2003). These authors conclude that a robust
set of research studies demonstrate the link
between alcohol availability and alcohol
related problems. The work of Gorman et al.,
(2001) suggested to Ashe et al., (2003) the
importance of examining alcohol availability
in the smallest units possible, including census tracts or even census blocks to be able to
see the eﬀects of density on alcohol consumpon and consequences; and that zoning
decisions for an individual neighborhood outlet can be important. 






Target substance(s): Alcohol
Used in Hawai‘i: No








Other names/examples: Alcohol Permit Processing, Special use permits, Special
exceptions to zoning laws.


Indicator of Eﬀecveness and
Strength of Evidence










Indicator of eﬀecveness:
Not effective



Varied evidence of effectiveness



Effective

Strength of evidence:

Furthermore, court decisions aﬃrm that a
local government, in pursuit of public health
goals, may employ land use law to inﬂuence
alcohol availability. While there is limited
evidence evaluang the eﬀecveness of condional use permits and land use ordinances
on alcoholrelated outcomes, they can reduce the retail availability of alcohol (Mosher
& Reynolds, 1999). For more informaon on
strategies that reduce retail availability; see
the previous secon “Limit and Restrict the
Locaon and Density of Alcohol Retail Outlets.” 



No evidence found



Grey literature



Single published study



Numerous published studies



Systematic review, metaanalysis




Cochrane Review, Community Guide,
NREPP

Causal Domain
Economic availability
Retail availability
Social availability
Promoon & media
Enforcement
Community norms







Note: Excepons include (1) designated re-
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Descripon
Descripon of
of strategy
strategy

Discussion
of eﬀecveness

commission
may deny the renewal
applicaon
or
withhold
the
license
unl
correcve
Alcohol outlet density indicates the number
of physical locaons where alcohol is sold per measures are taken.
populaon or geographic area (such as a (b) The commission or board, pursuant to
square mile, census tract, or city block). It is secon 28117, at the me of renewal or at
oen regulated at the local level through any me, may revoke, suspend, or place conzoning and business licensing. State alcohol dions or restricons on any license issued
control agencies can also spulate density under this chapter for the purpose of prelevels. Regulaons can either reduce alcohol- venng acvies within the licensed premisic beverage outlet density or limit the in- es or adjacent areas that are potenally injucrease of alcoholic beverage outlet density in rious to the health, safety, and welfare of the
an area (Guide to Community Prevenve Ser- public and neighborhood including but not
vices, 2007). Regulang the number of alco- limited to criminal acvity...upon proper nohol outlets per unit of area may decrease the ce to the licensee, and a hearing before the
retail availability of alcohol, which may lead commission pursuant to chapter 91.
to a decrease in excessive consumpon of Discussion of eﬀecveness
alcohol and its related harms.
Evidence strongly suggests restricng the
To accomplish this outcome, the environmen- locaon and density of alcohol retail outlets
tal strategy can include strengthening local is an eﬀecve local policy to decrease excesauthority to regulate density. Deemed ap- sive alcohol consumpon, alcoholrelated
proved ordinances and condional use per- crashes, and hospitalizaons (Guide to Commit ordinances are tools that can be used to munity Prevenve Services, 2013). Increase in
aﬀect density and proximity to schools and the number of retail alcohol outlets in an
universies. 
area and high density is associated with an
increase in alcoholrelated problems in that
Hawai‘i law
According to the STOP Act, Hawai‘i laws re- area, e.g., violence, crime, and injuries (HHS
strict onpremise outlets near primary and Oﬃce of the Surgeon General, 2016; WHO,
2010). 
secondary schools (SAMHSA, 2015). 
The following Hawai‘i laws guide the Liquor
Commissions, however, check with the Liquor
Commission for your county for the rules
related to licensing, locaon, and density. 
HRS §28162 “The liquor commission may
permit the reducon or the increase in the
area of the licensed premises of any licensee
without publicaon of noce at a public hearing; provided that, where an increase in
premises may signiﬁcantly impact the public,
the commission may require hearings pursuant to secons 28139.5 & 28157 to 28160. 
§28161 Renewals. (a) Other than for good
cause, the renewal of an exisng license shall
be granted upon the ﬁling of an applicaon;
unless there are complaints from the public,
the commission's invesgators, from adjudicaons of the commission, or the liquor control adjudicaon board, about noise from
patrons leaving the outlet that disturbs residents in the neighborhood or that noise from
the premises or adjacent related outdoor
areas exceed state or county noise standards
or intrudes into nearby residenal units, the






Target substance(s): Alcohol
Used in Hawai‘i: Yes




Other names/examples: None






Indicator of Eﬀecveness and
Strength of Evidence










Indicator of eﬀecveness:
Not effective



Varied evidence of effectiveness



Effective

Strength of evidence:

High density is related to the iniaon of underage drinking during early teen ages, especially when youth have limited mobility
(Chen, Grube, & Gruenewald, 2010). Bar density was related to youth drinking, but oﬀ
premise outlet density was not (Paschall,
Grube, Thomas, Cannon, & Treﬀers, 2012).
Evidence from a naonal study in New Zealand idenﬁed that outlet density is related
to rates of heavy episodic drinking amongst
youth and young adults (Kypri et al., 2008).
The work of Gorman et al., (2001) suggested
to Ashe et al., (2003) the importance of examining alcohol availability in the smallest
units possible, including census tracts or even
blocks to be able to see the eﬀects of density
on alcohol consumpon and consequences;
and the impact of zoning decisions for an
individual neighborhood outlet. 
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No evidence found



Grey literature



Single published study



Numerous published studies



Systematic review, metaanalysis




Cochrane Review, Community Guide,
NREPP

Causal Domain
Economic availability
Retail availability
Social availability
Promoon & media
Enforcement
Community norms
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Target substance(s): Alcohol,



Age of seller/server requirements establish
the minimum age necessary for servers and
clerks at alcohol establishments to legally
serve or sell alcohol. State laws specify this
requirement. In most states, seller/servers of
alcohol must be at least 18 years old, but
younger employees may be allowed to stock
coolers with alcohol, bag purchased alcohol
or clear alcoholic beverages from tables.
Minimum age of seller/server policies may
reduce the likelihood that underage people
will obtain alcohol from peers working at
alcohol establishments. (University of Minnesota Alcohol Epidemiology Program, 2009). 
Stronger laws require a minimum age of 21
for onpremise servers for all types of alcohol
and bartenders for oﬀpremise sellers. A
stronger recommendaon is for a manager
to be present when an underage youth
serves onpremise or is a bartender or is an
oﬀpremise seller.
Hawai‘i law 
The minimum age for oﬀpremises sellers is
age 18 for beer, wine and spirits and a manager/supervisor must be present. 
The Minimum age for onpremises servers
and bartenders is 18 in Hawai‘i, and a manager or supervisor must be present. 
Note: Liquor can be sold or served by persons 18 to 20 years old only in licensed establishments where selling or serving the
intoxicang liquor is part of the minor’s employment, and where there is proper supervision of these minor employees to ensure
that the minors shall not consume the intoxicang liquor. 
Persons below age 18 may sell or serve liquor in individually speciﬁed licensed establishments found to be otherwise suitable by
the liquor commission in which an approved
program of job training and employment for
dining room waiters and waitresses is being
conducted in cooperaon with the University
of Hawai‘i, the state community college system, or a federally sponsored personnel development and training program, under arrangements that ensure proper control and
supervision of employees. 

Laws requiring a minimum age of 21 for bartenders were associated with lower alcohol
related fatalies (Fell, Scherer, Thomas, &
Voas, 2016). These laws were associated
with a 4.1% decrease (stascally signiﬁcant)
in FARS raos, which accounted for saving an
esmated 57 lives naonally per year (Fell et
al., 2016). If all states enacted this requirement, an addional esmated 64 lives potenally would be saved each year. These results were based on structural equaon
modeling of predictors on the outcome of
FARS vehicular crash death raos of drinking
to nondrinking drivers under age 21. In this
same study, the ages of the sellers and servers did not have this same eﬀect. 
The law requiring bartenders to be at least
age 21 is associated with a 4.3% decrease in
beer consumpon based on a structural
equaon modeling study (Fell, Scherer,
Thomas, & Voas, 2016).



Used in Hawai‘i: Yes




Other names/examples: None









Indicator of Eﬀecveness and
Strength of Evidence










Indicator of eﬀecveness:

The eﬀecveness of minimum age of seller/
server requirements is unclear. The evidence
is mixed for alcoholrelated outcomes; two
studies found that the age of server was not
associated with sales of alcohol to underage
youth. Another study found alcohol use and
underage student binge drinking rates were
signiﬁcantly lower for states that have laws
establishing 21 as the minimum age to sell
alcohol (Bri, Toomey, Dunsmuir, & Wagenaar, 2006; Freisthler, Gruenewald, Treno, &
Lee, 2003; Wechsler, Lee, Nelson, & Kuo,
2002). A systemac review (University of
Wisconsin Populaon Health Instute, 2017)
found insuﬃcient evidence to determine if
minimum age requirements for servers and
sellers of alcohol reduce underage drinking.
The review did ﬁnd some evidence that underage sellers were more likely to sell alcohol
to underage or intoxicated customers. 

Not effective



Varied evidence of effectiveness



Effective

Strength of evidence:


No evidence found



Grey literature



Single published study



Numerous published studies



Systematic review, metaanalysis




Cochrane Review, Community Guide,
NREPP

Causal Domain
Economic availability
Retail availability
Social availability
Promoon & media
Enforcement
Community norms
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Discussion
eﬀecveness
 (Fell et al.,
their lastof
drink
at a licensed outlet
Responsible Beverage Service (RBS) Training 2017). More research is needed to assess the
gives owners, managers, and staﬀ (servers eﬀects of enforcement along with training
and sellers) of establishments the knowledge programs (Toomey et al., 2008).
and skills to help them fulﬁll the legal requirements and to serve or sell alcohol responsibly. Training programs for managers and
owners oen provide guidance on implementaon of service policies and pracces. Training programs for servers may address how to
check IDs and serving pracces to reduce the
likelihood of excessive consumpon, to idenfy and respond to early signs of rapid or
excessive consumpon, to idenfy intoxicated patrons and refuse service to them, and to
intervene to prevent intoxicated patrons
from driving (Guide To Community Prevenve Services, 2012).
Strong, eﬀecve responsible beverage service
programs include at least four hours of training for managers, servers, and sellers, with
roleplaying to build skills to refuse alcohol to
underage or intoxicated persons includes
physiological eﬀects of alcohol and related
social problems, state legal requirements,
and how managers can develop and implement policies to support responsible server
pracces (Mosher, Toomey, Good, Harwood,
& Wagenaar, 2002). 
Strong laws require mandatory training for
managers, servers, and sellers, less strong is
mandatory training just for managers, and
even less strong is required training just for
the licensee. Strong laws include new as well
as exisng licensees. Somewhat strong also is
adding incenves for a voluntary program,
such as dram shop insurance discounts. 
Hawai‘i law
No state law requires beverage service training. Each county’s Liquor Commission has
requirements. 
Discussion of eﬀecveness
RBS should be paired with compliance
checks. Aer managers, owners, and servers
were trained in RBS and were aware of enforcement, intoxicated patrons dropped from
44 to 27% in a study of two locaons, and
average BAC decreased from 0.097 to 0.059
g/dL pre to postintervenon (Fell, Fisher,
Yao, & McKnight, 2017). This combined strategy has the potenal to help reduce impaired
driving since half of the arrested drivers had

A study of a mulcomponent intervenon of
ﬁve combined environmental strategies including RBS and compliance checks found
they reduced the amount of alcohol consumed, alcoholrelated car crashes, injuries,
violence, and assaults (Holder et al., 2000).
Other components included community mobilizaon, expanded enforcement of drinking
and driving, and zoning restricons. 
Requiring RBS laws saves lives. A 3.8% decrease (stascally signiﬁcant) in FARS raos,
suggests RBS saved an esmated 83 lives naonally per year (Fell, Scherer, Thomas, &
Voas, 2016). If all 50 states required RBS, 28
more lives possibly could be saved/year.
These results were based on structural equaon modeling of predictors on the outcome
of FARS vehicular crash death raos of drinking to nondrinking drivers under age 21.






Target substance(s): Alcohol
Used in Hawai‘i: Yes




Other names/examples: None









Indicator of Eﬀecveness and
Strength of Evidence










Indicator of eﬀecveness:

RBS Training increased desired serving behaviors of servers in RBStrained communies at
15month and fouryear followup compared
to untrained servers in comparison communies (Buka & Birdthistle, 1999). 

Not effective



Varied evidence of effectiveness



Effective

Strength of evidence:

The law requiring RBS training is associated
with a 6.8% increase in beer consumpon in
the same study (Fell et al., 2016).
RBS had insuﬃcient evidence to determine
the eﬀecveness of reducing excessive alcohol consumpon and related harms in communies (Guide to Community Prevenve
Services, 2012; Ker & Chinnock, 2008; Stockwell, 2001), although recommended for all
sellers and servers by Instute of Medicine
(2004). 



No evidence found



Grey literature



Single published study



Numerous published studies



Systematic review, metaanalysis




Cochrane Review, Community Guide,
NREPP

Causal Domain
Economic availability
Retail availability
Social availability
Promoon & media
Enforcement
Community norms

Mosher et al., (2002) found that RBS programs varied greatly and few included all
opmum components of eﬀecve programs.
Thus, studies could be about weak versions of
RBS programs. For example, a study of a
managementonly training program to implement responsible policies (Toomey et al.,
(2008), found a 23% reducon in sales to intoxicated patrons at onemonth followup,
the eﬀect was not sustained at a three
month followup. A confounding factor was
turnover as many managers they trained no
longer worked in the same outlet. 
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Discussion
eﬀecveness
 requiring a
The law of
was
amended in 2013 by
“reckless
rather
than
a
“knowing
state” of
Under social host liability laws, adults who
mind
for
the
misdemeanor
crime
of proserve or provide alcohol to minors or to persons who are obviously intoxicated can be mong intoxicang liquor to a person under
held liable if a person who is provided alcohol twentyone. Amendments to this law sought
is killed or injured, or kills or injures another to increase compliance with the law by necesperson. In some states, social host liability is sitang idenﬁcaon checks, at minimum, for
covered under dram shop laws. Social host those that hold liquor licenses, as well as hold
civil liability refers to laws allowing an injured accountable those persons who allow or inﬂuthird party to sue social hosts for injuries ence the sale, possession, or consumpon of
caused by their drinking guests. Social host alcohol to a person under twentyone. 















Discussion of eﬀecveness

Laws about hosng underage drinking pares
are strong if include negligence, or recklessness at various property types — outdoor,
residence or other, and for possession, consumpon, or for intenon to possess or consume. The strongest social host laws are common law, common law and statutory law, or
statutory law with no limitaons. 

The Surgeon General’s Report (2016) said that 
the eﬀect of social host liability was merging

to reduce motor vehicle crashes and other

alcohol problems.

Some communies have “response cost
recovery ordinances” where ﬁnes to party
hosts will cover costs of enforcement and
emergency medical services (Paschall, LippermanKreda, Grube, & Thomas, 2014).
Hawai‘i law — Social Host Liability Laws 
HRS§7121250.5 A person, including any licensee as deﬁned in secon 2811, commits
the oﬀense of promong intoxicang liquor to
a person under the age of twentyone if the
person recklessly: 
a) Sells or oﬀers for sale, inﬂuences the sale,
serves, delivers, or gives to a person intoxicang liquor, and the person receiving the
intoxicang liquor is a person under the age
of twentyone; or
b) Permits a person to possess intoxicang
liquor while on property under his control,
and the person possessing the intoxicang
liquor is a person under the age of twenty
one. Social host statutory liability requires
that a social host must be 21 years old. Residence, outdoor, other types of properes are
covered by this liability law. Excepon(s):
Family (SAMHSA STOP ACT report, 2015). 

Used in Hawai‘i: No
Other names/examples: Controls on
alcohol service at private parties, Laws
against adult provision of alcohol , Parents
who host, Social host ordinance

Indicator of Eﬀecveness and
Strength of Evidence

laws vary from statetostate. 

Social host laws are considered weaker if they
exempt family or a resident of a household, if
they require knowledge or an overt act. The
law is weaker if they include limitaons on
who may be sued, or limitaon on elements
or standards of proof.

Target substance(s): Alcohol




The social host civil liability law is associated 
with a 1.78% decrease (stascally signiﬁcant) 
in FARS raos, which accounts for saving an
esmated 29 lives naonally per year (Fell,
Scherer, Thomas, & Voas, 2016). If all 50
states had a social host civil liability law, an
addional 16 lives potenally could be saved.
These results are based on structural equaon
modeling of predictors on the outcome of
FARS vehicular crash death raos of drinking
to nondrinking drivers under age 21.
Another study esmated the eﬀect of social
host laws involving 1820 yearolds and found
a reducon in drunk driving traﬃc fatalies by
9% (Dills, 2010). It was thought that the reducon was from a decrease in drunk driving
rather than from drinking less. Further, a systemac review idenﬁed these laws might
reduce heavy episodic drinking and drunk
driving among adolescents drinkers.
A study of the eﬀects of social host laws on
underage drinking in 50 California cies concluded that social host laws with strict liability
and civil penales imposed administravely
may be associated with less frequent underage drinking in private sengs, among teens
who already drink alcohol (Paschall, LippermanKreda, Grube, & Thomas, 2014).



Not effective



Varied evidence of effectiveness



Effective

Strength of evidence:


No evidence found



Grey literature



Single published study



Numerous published studies



Systematic review, metaanalysis




Cochrane Review, Community Guide,
NREPP

Causal Domain
Economic availability
Retail availability
Social availability
Promoon & media
Enforcement
Community norms

However, a 2012 review of the research on
current social host liability policies found that
social host policies are variable and enforcement is not consistent. More research is required to develop a measure of policy
strength (Wagoner et al., 2012). 
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Communies Mobilizing for Change on Alcohol (CMCA) is a communityorganizing program designed to reduce youth (13 to 20
years of age) access to alcohol by changing
community policies and pracces. CMCA
seeks both to limit youths' access to alcohol
and to communicate to the community that
underage drinking is inappropriate and unacceptable. It employs socialorganizing techniques to address legal, instuonal, social
and health issues related to underage drinking. The goals of these organizing eﬀorts are
to eliminate illegal alcohol sales to minors,
obstruct the provision of alcohol to youth,
and ulmately reduce alcohol use by teens.
The program involves community members
in seeking and achieving changes in local
public policies and the pracces of community instuons that can aﬀect youths' access
to alcohol (Naonal Registry of Evidence
based Programs and Pracces, 2012).
Discussion of eﬀecveness
This strategy is most eﬀecve when community organizing is combined with the responsible beverage service training and compliance checks (M. Sparks, personal communicaon, 2017). The Community guide considered the use of mulcomponent intervenons in combinaon with community mobilizaon. General evidence supports that mulcomponent programs with community mobilizaons can impact the reducon of alcohol
related driving (Community guide, 2013).
Through a comprehensive communitybased
approach, local communies have the potenal for success in restructuring the drinking
environment. Mulple strategies can create
posive secondary eﬀects to reducing alcohol
consumpon and alcoholrelated harms (e.g.,
alcoholrelated injuries and violence) (Babor
et al., 2010). 
The Instute of Medicine (2004) recommended comprehensive community–based approaches that can be tailored to the speciﬁc
problems and resources in a community. 
It is recommended that CMCA processes
idenfy that community organizaons should
priorize community norms, with an essenal focus on evaluang changes as an ongoing basis with a priority to assess public and

Discussion
of eﬀecveness
instuonal
policies. Addional  consideraons are adequate me to gain community
consensus, obtain a core leadership group
that can build and mobilize community members to support local policy change. Organizers may want to start with communies that
demonstrate readiness to change and are
knowledgeable on prevenon policies to
changing local policy (Pennsylvania Liquor
Control Board, 2016). 
The current literature provides varied evidence on the eﬀecveness of CMCA. The
Naonal Registry of Evidencebased Programs and Pracces systemac review found
a signiﬁcant decrease in alcohol access at on
site retail outlets (bars and restaurants), but
not for oﬀsite retail outlets (liquor stores)
(Naonal Registry of Evidencebased Programs and Pracces, 2012). 






Target substance(s): Alcohol
Used in Hawai‘i: Yes




Other names/examples: None 












Indicator of Eﬀecveness and
Strength of Evidence












Evidence generally supports the eﬀecveness
of CMCA for youth, speciﬁcally for ages 1820
years old. Evaluaons outcomes of CMCA
showed a reduced likelihood of adolescents
from purchasing alcohol, drinking in a bar,
consuming alcohol, furnishing alcohol to minors, or being arrested for driving under the
inﬂuence. However, the evidence is not supporve of the eﬀecveness of CMCA for
youth age 1517 years old (Naonal Registry
of Evidencebased Programs and Pracces,
2012; Wagenaar, Murray, & Toomey, 2000;
Wagenaar et al., 2000).

Indicator of eﬀecveness:


Not effective



Varied evidence of effectiveness



Effective

Strength of evidence:







No evidence found



Grey literature



Single published study



Numerous published studies



Systematic review, metaanalysis




Cochrane Review, Community Guide,
NREPP




Causal Domain



Economic availability
Retail availability
Social availability
Promoon & media
Enforcement
Community norms
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Descripon
The majority of states have laws that prohibit
minors from purchasing, possessing, and/or
using alcohol products. Of those states, over
75 percent enacted laws that impose sancons upon minors who violate the purchase,
use, and/or possession laws. Penales vary
by state and range from conﬁscaon of the
product to ﬁxed or graduated monetary
ﬁnes, parcipaon in alcohol educaon programs or community service, suspension of
driving privileges, and/or imprisonment
(Naonal Cancer Instute, n.d). 
Possession and consumpon laws are stronger if there are no excepons. Common excepons found in some laws (in order of
most weak to least weak) are:
x

for a private locaon, 

x

any private residence, 

x

parental and/or spousal excepon not
condional on locaon,

x

or parent/guardian home only

False Idenﬁcaon for Obtaining Alcohol:
The use of a false ID to obtain or aempt to
purchase alcohol is a criminal oﬀense. The
penalty may include driver’s license suspension through a judicial procedure. The law is
stronger if they have administrave or both
administrave and judicial sancons. 
Hawai‘i law
HRS 281101.5 Possession, consumpon of
alcohol: Hawai‘i state law states that no minor shall consume or purchase liquor and no
minor shall consume or have it in their possession in any public place, public gathering,
or public amusement, at any public beach or
public park, or in any motor vehicle on a public highway. Excepons include employment
delivering alcohol, religious ceremonies, or
part of a law enforcement acvity. Consumpon of alcohol is prohibited with the excepon of a private locaon. Internal possession is not explicitly prohibited. ‘Consume’
includes the ingeson of liquor.” 
According to the STOP act (2015), laws that
prohibit minors from having alcohol in their
bodies, but do so without reference to a
blood, breath, or urine test, are not considered as prohibing Internal possession
(SAMHSA, 2015). 

Discussion
Penales of
in eﬀecveness
Hawai‘i: All persons, regardless
of age found in violaon will be “sentenced
to 75 hours of community service work and
an 812 hour program of alcohol educaon
and counseling. The program cost shall be
made by the oﬀender or the oﬀender’s parent or guardian. Further, Hawai‘i makes driver’s license suspension or revocaon a discreonary penalty by Family Court for minors
below age 18 with an alcohol violaon. For
violators ages 18 through 20, license suspension or revocaon is mandatory. For both
age groups, the length of the suspension or
revocaon of driver’s license is a minimum of
180 days, and the maximum is not speciﬁed. 
At the discreon of the sentencing court,
excepons include, driving to and from
school, schoolsponsored acvies, and employment. 






Target substance(s): Alcohol
Used in Hawai‘i: Yes




Other names/examples: None












Indicator of Eﬀecveness and
Strength of Evidence












Discussion of eﬀecveness

Indicator of eﬀecveness:

Evidence on the eﬀecveness of applying
appropriate penales for minors in possession of alcohol suggests the presence of such
laws is associated with lower numbers of
alcoholrelated crashes (Fell, Fisher, Voas,
Blackman, & Tippes, 2008).



Not effective



Varied evidence of effectiveness



Effective

Strength of evidence:

The law prohibing possession of alcohol for
those under age 21 is associated with a 7.7%
decrease (stascally signiﬁcant) in FARS
raos, which accounts for saving an esmated 231 lives naonally per year (Fell, Scherer,
Thomas, & Voas, 2016). These results are
based on structural equaon modeling of
predictors on the outcome of FARS vehicular
crash death raos of drinking to nondrinking
drivers under age 21. 




No evidence found



Grey literature



Single published study



Numerous published studies



Systematic review, metaanalysis




Cochrane Review, Community Guide,
NREPP

Causal Domain



Economic availability
Retail availability
Social availability
Promoon & media
Enforcement
Community norms
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Descripon of strategy
A compliance check is a tool used to idenfy
alcohol establishments that sell to underage
youth and to increase retailer compliance
with prohibions on alcohol sales to minors.
Compliance checks help to enforce state criminal statutes and/or local administrave ordinances. They also idenfy, warn, and educate
alcohol establishments that serve or sell alcohol to underage youth. 
Compliance checks can be mandated by a
local ordinance. Typically the ordinance will
outline the standards for conducng the
checks, the people or agencies responsible for
conducng the checks, and the penales for
establishments, servers, and sellers who illegally sell or serve alcohol to underage youth.
Compliance checks also may be voluntarily
implemented by law enforcement or licensing
authories. 
Compliance checks typically follow a standard
procedure or protocol. Inially, alcohol licensees are informed that compliance checks will
occur at various mes throughout the year
and about potenal penales for selling alcohol to underage youth. 
During the check, an enforcement agent
(police oﬃcer or another authorized person)
waits inside or outside the premises while the
minor aempts to purchase or order an alcoholic beverage. If the alcohol establishment
sells alcohol to the young person, the enforcement agent issues a citaon. The police
oﬃcer may charge the server or seller who
sold the alcohol (when compliance checks are
used to enforce state laws governing servers
and sellers), or the oﬃcer may issue an administrave citaon, which is imposed upon
the alcohol license holder rather than the
individual server or seller (when compliance
checks are used to enforce local administrave ordinances). Because administrave
charges are easier, faster, and less expensive
to prosecute, they can be the best opon and
in some communies the only oponfor penalizing alcohol establishments (University of
Minnesota Alcohol Epidemiology Program,
2011). 


Discussion
of of
eﬀecveness
Discussion
eﬀecveness



Alcohol compliance checks as part of a mulcomponent intervenon were generally
found to be eﬀecve at reducing underage
sales (The Community Guide, 2014; Wagenaar, Toomey, & Erickson, 2005; Saltz,
Welker, Paschall, Feeney, & Fabiano, 2009). 
A systemac review of evaluated studies
found that compliance checks reduced the
percentage of underage alcohol buying
aempts and sales of alcohol to youth decoys
by more than 40 percent (Elder et al., 2007).
A comprehensive approach should be taken
to reduce drinking opportunies in both retail
and social access amongst youth. The IOM
and the Maryland Collaborave to Reduce
College Drinking and Related Problems
(2013), regarded compliance checks as eﬀecve if frequent. Recommending that compliance checks should check all outlets in jurisdicons, media campaigns should be used to
publicize enforcement and compliance and
license revocaon to increase deterrence.
Followups should also be made to non
compliant outlets. Other components may
include rewarding retailers with recognion
for complying with the law (Instute of Medicine, 2004). 









Target substance(s): Alcohol
Used in Hawai‘i: Yes
Other names/examples: Covert underage buyers or decoy programs










Indicator of Eﬀecveness and
Strength of Evidence










Indicator of eﬀecveness:
Not effective



Varied evidence of effectiveness



Effective

Strength of evidence:

The Community Guide (2014), also recommended increasing the frequency of compliance checks. The Surgeon General’s Report
(2016) regarded compliance checks as evidencebased.
Evidence supports that eﬀecve compliance
checks occur when they are scheduled to cover retailers at least two to three mes a year,
provide advance noﬁcaon to retailers, use
tested and eﬀecve protocols, build community support for compliance with the law, and
penalize the license holder when appropriate
rather than targeng the clerk or server. Addionally, compliance checks should be conducted systemacally over a period of me
(Wisconsin Alcohol Project, 2013). 



No evidence found



Grey literature



Single published study



Numerous published studies



Systematic review, metaanalysis




Cochrane Review, Community Guide,
NREPP

Causal Domain
Economic availability
Retail availability
Social availability
Promoon & media
Enforcement
Community norms

Furthermore, high levels of turnover or
change of employees amongst retail outlets
require an ongoing need for employee educaon eﬀorts and vigilance to reinforce compliance rates in acceptable ranges. 
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Descripon
The Minimum Legal Purchase Age (MLPA)
and Minimum Legal Drinking Age (MLDA)
specify an age below which purchase or public consumpon of alcoholic beverages is
illegal. In the United States, the MLDA is 21
years old for alcoholic beverages. 
Minors obtain alcohol from two major
sources: retail sources and social sources,
such as acquaintances, relaves, and friends.
The MLPA and MLDA to age 21 has reduced
youth access to alcohol in the retail market. 
Hawai‘i law 
To purchase alcohol in Hawai‘i, one must be
at least age 21. Youth can purchase alcohol
for law enforcement purposes, such as when
they are part of compliance checks. Hawai‘i’s law is considered strong using Fell’s
2016 scoring (Fell et al. 2016).
HRS §281101.5 Prohibions involving minors; penalty: (b) no minor shall consume or
have liquor in the minor's possession or custody in any public place, public gathering, or
public amusement, at any public beach or
public park, or in any motor vehicle on a public highway. This subsecon shall not apply
to:
(1) Possession or custody of liquor by a minor
in the course of delivery, pursuant to the
direcon of the minor's employer lawfully
engaged in business necessitang the delivery; 
(2) Possession, custody, or consumpon of
liquor by a minor in connecon with the minor's authorized parcipaon in religious
ceremonies requiring such possession, custody, or consumpon; or 
(3) Any person between the ages of eighteen
and twenty, who is parcipang in a controlled purchase as part of a law enforcement acvity or a study authorized by the
department of health to determine the level
of incidence of liquor sales to minors. 
Any person under age eighteen who violates
this secon shall be subject to the jurisdicon of the family court. Any person age
eighteen to twentyone who violates subsecon (b) or (c) shall be guilty of a pey misdemeanor. The court shall order that any person under twentyone years of age found to

Discussion
of eﬀecveness
 have, in
be in violaon
of this secon shall
addion to any other disposion or sentencing provision permied by law, the person's
license to operate a motor vehicle, or the
person's ability to obtain a license to operate
a motor vehicle. 




Target substance(s): Alcohol








Used in Hawai‘i: Yes
Other names/examples: None





Discussion of eﬀecveness
Evidence supports the eﬀecveness of maintaining a minimum age of 21 for the purchase of alcohol in reducing underage use.
Evidence also found that MLDA is related to
alcoholrelated traﬃc crashes; traﬃc fatalies go up as the drinking age is lowered
(Guide to Community Prevenve Services,
2000; McCar, Hellinga, & Kirley, 2010; Wagenaar & Toomey, 2002). 
The law prohibing the purchase of alcohol
for those under age 21 is associated with a
4.2% decrease in FARS raos (which is stascally signiﬁcant), which accounts for saving
an esmated 98 lives naonally per year
(Fell, Scherer, Thomas, & Voas, 2016). These
results are based on structural equaon
modeling of predictors on the outcome of
FARS vehicular crash death raos of drinking
to nondrinking drivers under age 21. Evidence from a systemac review further supports that the current MLDA reduces alcohol
impaired driving and alcoholrelated crashes
(University of Wisconsin Populaon Health
Instute, 2014).

Indicator of Eﬀecveness and
Strength of Evidence










Indicator of eﬀecveness:
Not effective



Varied evidence of effectiveness



Effective

Strength of evidence:

A past mulstate study found that adolescents raised in states with a drinking age of
21 relave to younger ages were less likely to
drink when they were under age 21 and later
ages of 21 to 25 (O’Malley and Wagenaar,
1991).



No evidence found



Grey literature



Single published study



Numerous published studies



Systematic review, metaanalysis




Cochrane Review, Community Guide,
NREPP

Causal Domain

Research from Wagenaar and Toomey
(2002), idenﬁed 33 higher quality studies of
MLDA and alcohol consumpon and found
that a higher legal drinking age is an eﬀecve
strategy which led to reduced alcohol consumpon and drinking problems.

Economic availability
Retail availability
Social availability
Promoon & media
Enforcement
Community norms
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Descripon of strategy
All 50 states and DC have threestage Graduated Driver Licensing (GDL) regulaons. These
regulaons consist of a supervised learner's
period; an intermediate license, and a license
with full privileges. 
The intent of GDL laws is to reduce teens’ high
risk by making sure they gradually build up
driving experience under lowerrisk and monitored condions, as they mature and develop
skills. That means liming nighme driving,
restricng teen passengers, and making sure
teens acquire supervised pracce. 
Teenage drivers have the highest crash risk
per mile traveled, compared with drivers in
other age groups. Young drivers tend to overesmate their driving abilies and underesmate the dangers on the road. 
According to the Insurance Instute for Highway Safety, 2016; best pracces for strong
GDL laws include: Permit age of at least 16,
minimum of 65 supervised pracce hour, 8
p.m. night driving restricon, ban on all teen
passengers, minimum age of 17 to be eligible
for a license.
The strongest law for GDL prohibits nighme
driving aer 10 pm or earlier (less strong if
restricon starts between 10 pm and midnight, even weaker if later than midnight). 
Core components of GDL laws in reducing
teen crashes parcularly should focus on passenger and night driving restricons.
The Instute of Medicine (2004) recommended GDL enforcement for all 50 states.
Hawai‘i law
The Insurance Instute for Highway Safety,
2017, recognizes Hawai‘i law for Graduated
Driver’s License on the following:
To get a learner’s permit: 
x Must be at least 15 1/2 years minimum.
To advance to an intermediate or restricted
license:
x Must have 50 hours minimum of supervised
driving, 10 of which must be at night. 
x Must have completed driver educaon if
under age 18. 
x Had learner stage permit for at least 6
months.
x Must be at least age 16.

Discussion
of eﬀecveness

With intermediate
or restricted license:




x Can drive unsupervised before 11 p.m. 



x Prohibited from driving between 11 p.m.
and 5 a.m. 



x No more than one passenger under 18
years can ride with them except household
members, unless accompanied by parent
or guardian. 
x Primary enforcement of nightdriving rule
and passengerrestricon rule. 
To apply for a License and li above restricons: 




Target substance(s): Alcohol
Used in Hawai‘i: Yes
Other names/examples: None












Indicator of Eﬀecveness and
Strength of Evidence







x Must be at least age 17 



Discussion of eﬀecveness



The evidence generally supports the eﬀecve
ness of graduated license policies as a prevenon strategy to reduce alcoholrelated out- 
comes. 
Indicator of eﬀecveness:

Research has shown that states with the
strongest Graduated Driver’s License laws
have bigger reducons in teen driver deaths
than states with weak laws (Insurance Instute for Highway Safety, Highway Loss Data
Instute, 2016). Furthermore, some states
could halve or more than halve their rates of
fatal crashes among 1517 yearolds if they
adopted the strongest GDL provisions.

Not effective



Varied evidence of effectiveness



Effective

Strength of evidence:

A 2007 systemac review of studies on graduated license policies found that implementaon of GDL regulaons can reduce youngest
drivers’ crash rates 2040 percent (Shope,
2007). 
A 2012 study found restricve GDL laws were
associated with decreased driving aer drinking alcohol, and riding in a car with a driver
who had been drinking alcohol among high
school youth (CavazosRehg et al., 2012). 



No evidence found



Grey literature



Single published study



Numerous published studies



Systematic review, metaanalysis




Cochrane Review, Community Guide,
NREPP

Causal Domain
Economic availability
Retail availability
Social availability
Promoon & media
Enforcement
Community norms

A 2010 naonal study found that delaying the
permit age by one year (from 1516) and delaying licensure age by one year (from 1617)
was associated with a 13 percent reducon in
fatal crash rates among 1517 yearolds
(McCar et al., 2010). Furthermore, evidence
supports that a restricon prohibing any
teenage passenger had a larger beneﬁt, (21%
reducon in fatal crash rate) than a restricon
allowing one teenage passenger (7% reducon in fatal crash rate), compared with restricons allowing two or more passengers or
no restricon (McCar et al., 2010). 
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Descripon of strategy

Discussion
eﬀecveness

programof
shall
specify the procedures
to be
followed
in
carrying
out
the
program
in
rules
Publicized sobriety checkpoint programs are
adopted
under
chapter
91
provided
that
the
meant to be highly visible and increase the
procedures
shall
be
in
conformity
with
and
public’s perceived risk of arrest while also
arresng any alcoholimpaired drivers who not more intrusive than the standards and
are idenﬁed at checkpoints (Guide to Com- guidelines described in secon 286162.6. HRS
munity Prevenve Services, 2016). An ideal Secon 286162.6 (1) Require either that all
state policy would permit sobriety check- motor vehicles, or mopeds, or both, appoints to be implemented monthly (Nelson et proaching roadblocks be stopped, or that certain motor vehicles, or mopeds, or both, be
al., 2013). 
stopped by selecng motor vehicles, or moAt sobriety checkpoints, law enforcement
peds, or both, in a speciﬁed numerical seoﬃcers use a system to stop drivers to assess
quence or paern. (2) Roadblocks be located
their level of alcohol impairment. Two types
at ﬁxed locaons for a maximum 3 hour periof sobriety checkpoints are (1) random breath
ods.(3) (A) Provide proper illuminaon; (B) Oﬀ
tesng (RBT) checkpoints where oﬃcers ranroad or otherwise safe and secure holding
domly select and test drivers for blood alcohol
areas for motor vehicles, or mopeds, or both,
levels; and (2) selecve breathtesng (SBT)
involved in any roadblock stop; (C) Uniformed
checkpoints where oﬃcers must have reason
police oﬃcers carrying proper idenﬁcaon;
to suspect a driver has been drinking before
(D) Adequate advance warning of the fact and
tesng. Most of the studies found and exampurpose of the roadblocks, either by sign
ined in the Guide to Community Prevenve
posts, ﬂares, or other alternave methods; (E)
Services (2016) were SBT.
terminaon of roadblocks at the discreon of
One tool used in conjuncon with sobriety the police oﬃcer in charge where traﬃc concheckpoints is the passive breath sensor. Pas- geson would otherwise result. (4) Provide for
sive breath sensors or passive alcohol sensors a suﬃcient quanty and visibility of uniare small electronic devices, usually built into formed oﬃcers and oﬃcial vehicles to assure
police ﬂashlights or clipboards that can detect speedy compliance with the purpose of the
alcohol in the ambient air of a vehicle. The roadblocks and to move traﬃc with a minisensors are quick, objecve, and provide an- mum of inconvenience.
other source of detecon to the oﬃcer which Discussion of eﬀecveness
may aid in the idenﬁcaon of drunken driv- Evidence supports the use of sobriety checkers (Voas & Fell, 2011). Currently, the sensors points in reducing alcoholimpaired driving,
can only detect the presence of alcohol, not alcoholrelated crashes, and associated fatal
the level of alcohol present.
and nonfatal injuries (Guide to Community
Publicizing the possibility of sobriety check- Prevenve Services, 2016). Evidence supports
points is an integral part of this intervenon, the eﬀecveness of sobriety checkpoints as a
so the public will have a perceived risk of ar- prevenon strategy by itself as well as a part
rest if they drink and drive (The Community of a mulcomponent strategy (Clapp et al.,
Guide, 2016). 
2005). Checkpoints are eﬀecve if they are
The Instute of Medicine (2014) recommend- consistent or frequent, visibly enforced, and
include rigorous enforcement (Babor et al.,
ed roune sobriety checkpoints.
2010; Maryland collaborave, 2013).
As of 2015, 39 states permit law enforcement
Random breath tesng (RBT) of stopped drivoﬃcers to conduct publicized random breath
ers has substanally reduced traﬃc fatalies
tesng checkpoints. Each state is speciﬁc to
since it was introduced, parcularly among 17
the frequency and processes of how RBT is
to 20yearolds in an Australian study (Jiang et
conducted (Insurance Instute for Highway
al., 2015). Preliminary studies suggest that
Safety, 2017).
sobriety checkpoints can be eﬀecve even
Hawai‘i law: HRS 286162.5 and 286162.6. 
with “lowstaﬃng” if combined with suﬃcient
publicity (Lacey, Ferguson, KelleyBaker, &
The chief of police in any county establishing
Rider, 2006). 
an intoxicaon and drug control roadblock
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Target substance(s): Alcohol
Used in Hawai‘i: Yes
Other names/examples: Mobile command unit





Indicator of Eﬀecveness and
Strength of Evidence










Indicator of eﬀecveness:


Not effective



Varied evidence of effectiveness



Effective

Strength of evidence:


No evidence found



Grey literature



Single published study



Numerous published studies



Systematic review, metaanalysis




Cochrane Review, Community Guide,
NREPP

Causal Domain
Economic availability
Retail availability
Social availability
Promoon & media
Enforcement
Community norms
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Discussion of eﬀecveness







Use & Lose Laws refer to a loss of driving The Use & lose law for those under age 21
privileges for minors with alcohol violaons  was associated with a 7.9% decrease in FARS
Use & Lose laws lead to an underage person raos, which is stascally signiﬁcant, and
who has an alcohol violaon (such as accounted for saving an esmated 170 lives
aempng to purchase alcohol) to also have naonally per year (Fell, Scherer, Thomas, &
his or her driver’s license suspended for Voas, 2016). The same authors said that if all
some period of me, even if the person was states adopted the maximum version of this
law, an addional 47 lives could be saved.
not driving or near a car. 
These results were based on structural
At the discreon of the court, the sancon
equaon modeling of predictors on the outoen allows the person to drive to only
come of FARS vehicular crash death raos of
school or work. 
drinking to nondrinking drivers under age
The use & lose laws are stronger if they in- 21.
clude a mandatory license sancon for unThe Use & lose law was associated with a
derage purchase, possession or consump7.0% decrease in beer consumpon based
on, and if the license sancon is for 91 days
on this same study (Fell, Scherer, Thomas, &
or longer, and pertains to everyone under
Voas, 2016).
age 21. Less strong is discreonary sancons
for some age groups for underage purchase, The nighme restricon of the Use & and
possession, and consumpon (Fell et al., lose law did not show a stascally signiﬁcant relaonship with the under age 21 FARS
2015).
raos (Fell, Scherer, Thomas, & Voas, 2016).
Hawai‘i Use & Lose Laws

For minors below age 18 with an alcohol
violaon, Hawai‘i makes license suspension 
or revocaon a discreonary penalty by 
Family Court.




Target substance(s): Alcohol
Used in Hawai‘i: Yes




Other names/examples: None






Indicator of Eﬀecveness and
Strength of Evidence










Indicator of eﬀecveness:


Not effective



Varied evidence of effectiveness



Effective

Strength of evidence:


No evidence found



Grey literature

Type(s) of violaon leading to driver’s license suspension, revocaon, or denial for
those under age 21 include:



Single published study



Numerous published studies

x

Underage purchase 



Systematic review, metaanalysis

x

Underage possession 

x

Underage consumpon 




Cochrane Review, Community Guide,
NREPP

For violators ages 18 through 20, license
suspension or revocaon is mandatory. 



For both age groups, the length of the suspension or revocaon of driver’s license is a
minimum of 180 days and the maximum is
not speciﬁed. 

Causal Domain
Economic availability
Retail availability
Social availability
Promoon & media
Enforcement
Community norms

At the discreon of the sentencing court, the
person may be able to drive to and from
school, schoolsponsored acvies, and employment. 
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Descripon of strategy
Zerotolerance laws make it a criminal DUI
oﬀense for those under age 21 to drive with
any detectable amount of alcohol in their
system (Guide to Community Prevenve Services, 2000). A blood alcohol concentraon
(BAC) from 0.00% to 0.02% is considered as
zero, depending on the state. Even one glass
of wine with dinner could lead to a DUI
charge for a young driver. 
BAC is a measure of the amount of alcohol in
a person's bloodstream. Although BAC levels
are commonly expressed in percent, state
laws generally specify BAC levels as grams of
alcohol per 100 milliliters of blood
(abbreviated as grams per deciliter, g/dL). 
Thirtyfour states have BAC limits of 0.02, two
have 0.01, and 15 states have 0.00 g/dL. 
A per se impaired driving law indicates that
drivers are considered intoxicated by the law
if the BAC limit is exceeded and no addional
proof of impairment is necessary to obtain a
convicon. These laws pertain to drivers under age 21 of noncommercial cars, trucks, and
motorcycles. 
All 50 states and Washington D.C. have per se
laws stang that it is a crime to drive with a
BAC of .08 percent or higher for those of legal
drinking age.
Penales for underage drivers are strong if
there is a mandatory administrave license
sancon, followed by a discreonary one. The
strongest law has an administrave license
sancon for 91 days or longer, or at least 31
days. Somewhat strong is a mandatory criminal license sancon with a minimum of 91
days or longer. Less strong is a discreonary
license sancon for as lile as 31 days. 

Discussion of eﬀecveness



Evidence provides strong support for the
eﬀecveness of lower blood alcohol concentraon limits for reducing the rate of drunk
driving and alcoholrelated crashes, fatalies,
and injuries ( Fell & Voas, 2006). 






Target substance(s): Alcohol
Used in Hawai‘i: Yes




Other names/examples: Per Se Law











The Community Prevenve Services Task
Indicator of Eﬀecveness and
Force (2013) recommends the lower BAC for
Strength of Evidence
young or inexperienced drivers based on
suﬃcient evidence of their eﬀecveness in 
reducing alcoholrelated motor vehicle crash- 
es: fatal crashes decreased by 24%, 17%, and 

9% (3 studies); fatal and nonfatal injury crash- 
es decreased by 17% and 4% (2 studies); 
crashes in which the invesgang police
oﬃcer believed that the driver had been 
drinking alcohol decreased by 11% (1 study). 
The zero tolerance law for those under age 21 
was associated with a 2.9% decrease
(stascally signiﬁcant) in FARS raos, which
accounts for saving an esmated 102 lives
naonally per year (Fell, Scherer, Thomas, &
Voas, 2016). These results were based on
structural equaon modeling of predictors on
the outcome of FARS vehicular crash death
raos of drinking to nondrinking drivers under age 21.
The law for zero tolerance BAC was associated with a 4.7% decrease in beer consumpon
based on a structural equaon modeling
study (Fell, Scherer, Thomas, & Voas, 2016).
The Instute of Medicine (2014) recommended enforcement of zero tolerance laws as well
as media campaigns to increase young people’s awareness of BAC limits and enforcement eﬀorts and the consequences of violaon. 



Not effective



Varied evidence of effectiveness



Effective

Strength of evidence:


No evidence found



Grey literature



Single published study



Numerous published studies



Systematic review, metaanalysis




Cochrane Review, Community Guide,
NREPP

Causal Domain



Economic availability
Retail availability
Social availability
Promoon & media
Enforcement
Community norms

Hawai‘i law
According to the STOP Act report, 2015, Hawai‘i law has a BAC limit at or above 0.02 g/dL
as per se (conclusive) evidence of a violaon
for drivers under age 21. (SAMHSA, 2015). 
HRS §28144a requires all licensed premises
to post a sign in or about the premises...nofying all customers and others of possible sancons that may be imposed for operang a vehicle under the inﬂuence of an intoxicant…The sign shall be conspicuously posioned to be seen by an ordinarily observant
person. 
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Descripon of strategy
Discussion of eﬀecveness

Countermarkeng/adversing refers to the It is well established that youth under age 21
use of commercial markeng taccs to reduce are exposed to alcohol ads and this exposure
underage drinking and to increase prohealth is related to consumpon, heavy drinking, and
messages. Counteradversing/ markeng brand preference (Jernigan et al., 2016; Siegel,
campaign aempt to oﬀset proalcohol mar- Ross, Albers, DeJong, King, Naimi, Jernigan,
keng and inﬂuences. Producers of these 2016). In their review, they found evidence of
campaigns test their concepts, messages, and an associaon between markeng exposure
ﬁnal design especially with their target audi- and youth drinking behavior in mulple populaon groups, cultures, and naonalies
ence(s).
Problem: Previous reviews and studies show among a range of younger age groups.
that exposure to alcohol markeng was associated with earlier drinking iniaon and higher alcohol consumpon among youth
(Jernigan, Noel, Landon, Thornton, & Lobstein, 2017). These same authors reviewed 12
longitudinal studies published since 2008 and
concluded that young people who have greater exposure to alcohol markeng are more
likely to iniate alcohol use and drink at binge
or hazardous levels. Younger adolescents
were exposed to markeng at similar levels as
older adolescents and young adults (Jernigan
et al., 2017). Young people are exposed to ads
through avenues including TV, internet, social
media and YouTube.
Interpersonal discussions about alcohol use,
expectaons and adversing on social media
may enhance the impact of the adversing on
consumpon and risky behaviors (Hoﬀman et
al., cited in Jernigan et al., 2016).
Youth parcipaon in these campaigns 
A best pracce is to involve youth in a counter
adversing campaign that shows the alcohol
industry manipulaon of youth and adult hypocrisy (Jernigan, 2017; Zucker, Hopkins, Sly,
Urich, et al., 2000). Social markeng principles
dictate that we “sell” to the target audience
things they want – like freedom, autonomy,
independence, rebellion (Jernigan, 2017). He
connued, “the brilliance of the tobacco
counteradversing campaigns lay in how
they framed the “product” as freedom for
youth from tobacco industry manipulaon”
and “tobacco as an addicve habit marketed
by an adult establishment (Zucker et al.,
2000). It is important to avoid using scare taccs or humiliaon for various reasons as well
as to not use informaononly approaches
(Instute of Medicine, 2004), and to use imagebased ads (Blum, 1994).


The lessons learned in tobacco counter
adversing are the most reliable evidence we
have of what can work in a youthfocused
media campaign. An example of eﬀecvely
working with youth to develop a markeng
campaign is Florida’s eﬀecve antobacco
“truth” campaign (Zucker, Hopkins, et al.,
2000). The campaign ulized media as a component with an antobacco industry approach to convey factual informaon and encourage youth to change norms about smoking. A longitudinal study found evidence of a
doseresponse eﬀect, higher levels of campaign exposure were associated with a lowered likelihood of smoking iniaon, and
among current smokers, and progression to
established smoking (Allen, J. A., Vallone, D.,
Vargyas, E., & Healton, C. G., 2009). 




Target substance(s): Alcohol








Used in Hawai‘i: Yes
Other names/examples: None





Indicator of Eﬀecveness and
Strength of Evidence










Indicator of eﬀecveness:


Not effective



Varied evidence of effectiveness



Effective

Strength of evidence:

A CDC panel of markeng experts developed
recommendaons for eﬀecve youth counter
markeng recommended portrayal of a tobaccofree lifestyle as the majority lifestyle, oﬀer
youth empowerment and control, portray
smoking as unacceptable and undesirable,
and to use a variety of voices (McKenna,
Guerrez, McCall, 2000).
In the process of developing the campaign,
media literacy is increased. Those viewing the
campaign also gain some media literacy skills
by best understanding the source of the ads.
The extent of the eﬀecveness is aﬀected by
how much exposure can be obtained for the
print, digital, or video ads. The counterads
can be controversial which can also be used to
get more media exposure. For example, if a
staon refuses to air an ad, that story may be
pitched to local media or used in social media.



No evidence found



Grey literature



Single published study



Numerous published studies



Systematic review, metaanalysis




Cochrane Review, Community Guide,
NREPP

Causal Domain
Economic availability
Retail availability
Social availability
Promoon & media
Enforcement
Community norms

The link below shows a collaboraon with
Balmore city youth, Oliver Community Associaon, and Behavioral Health System Balmore to develop counter ad campaigns.
hps://vimeo.com/99574619 
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Descripon of strategy

Discussion of eﬀecveness

Media literacy helps people ask quesons
about what they watch, see, hear, and read.
It helps them crically assess how the mass
media normalize, glamorize, and create role
models for unhealthy lifestyles and behaviors, such as smoking. Media literacy involves
examining the techniques, technologies, and
instuons involved in media producon;
crically analyzing media messages, and recognizing the role that audiences play in
aaching a meaning to those messages. The
idea is that teaching people to recognize how
a message tries to inﬂuence them will lessen
the impact of that message. On a broader
level, media literacy can be viewed as a form
of protecon or "inoculaon" against unhealthy behaviors shown in the media
(Centers for Disease Control and Prevenon,
2003).
The Naonal Research Council and the Instute of Medicine (2004) recommended that
alcohol ads should not be placed where a
signiﬁcant poron of the audience is underage, and should not use markeng pracces
with substanal underage appeal.
Media Ready (MR) program was developed
for middle school students aer studying
eﬀecve exisng media literacy programs
and to ﬁll gaps (Kupersmidt, Scull, & Benson,
2012). It was designed to last long enough to
provide mulple chances to pracce the
skills about alcohol and tobacco ads. 
The Media Ready program was developed by
innovaon Research & Training under a contract funded by the NCDHHS/Federal OJJDP
Enforcing Underage Drinking Laws Program. 
Media Ready is the product of the collaboraon of leading child, clinical and developmental psychologists who are also substance
abuse prevenon sciensts and experienced
educators. 







Evidence of eﬀecveness suggests that media literacy is an eﬀecve strategy for alcohol
related behaviors (Jeong, Cho, & Hwang,
2012). Media literacy programs were found
to have signiﬁcant posive results to increase
crical analysis of media messages about
alcohol in youth (Kupersmidt, Scull, & Benson, 2012). 
The Media Ready program helps young teens
to more acvely examine media messages to
deconstruct and process them, and these
crical thinking skills may promote healthier
decision making about intent to use alcohol
(Kupersmidt, Scull, & Benson, 2012). A short
term randomized eﬃcacy trial, suggested
that media ready program may be a more
eﬀecve prevenve approach for boys, since
those in the intervenon group reported less
intenon to use alcohol (Kupersmidt, et al.,
2012).




Target substance(s): Alcohol










Used in Hawai‘i: Yes
Other names/examples: None



Indicator of Eﬀecveness and
Strength of Evidence










Indicator of eﬀecveness:

Future key consideraons should be considered when developing media literacy programs and should be considered:
x

Media literacy programs need to address
the wide spectrum of avenues for alcohol adversing, including those which
are less visible to regulators

x

Not effective



Varied evidence of effectiveness



Effective

Strength of evidence:

Cultural relevance should be a high priority for alcohol media literacy programs

x



Consider gender diﬀerences when designing a program



No evidence found



Grey literature



Single published study



Numerous published studies



Systematic review, metaanalysis




Cochrane Review, Community Guide,
NREPP






Causal Domain



Economic availability
Retail availability
Social availability
Promoon & media
Enforcement
Community norms
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Descripon of strategy
Discussion of eﬀecveness

A best pracce is to have strict limitaons on It is wellestablished that youth under age 21
adversing on the inside or outside of retail are exposed to alcohol ads and exposure is
alcohol outlet windows to no more than 15 related to consumpon, heavy drinking, and
percent of the space or equivalent (Center brand preference (Jernigan, Noel, Landon,
on Alcohol Markeng and Youth, 2012). The Thornton, & Lobstein, 2017). 
limit pertains to all adversing, not only alco- For example, a 2007 longitudinal study found
hol ads. This best pracce would allow law underage youth who were exposed to alcoenforcement personnel outside to have a hol adversing around schools at the end of
clear and unobstructed view of the interior sixth grade were associated with an inof the premises, including the area with the creased alcoholuse intenon at the end of
cash registers. This restricon prevents out- eighth grade. Although this study found no
lets from being a large outdoor adverse- impact on drinking behaviors, this study
ment for alcohol.
found evidence that an increased exposure
In addion, the alcohol industry should not to alcohol adversing is associated with a
use markeng pracces with substanal greater inﬂuence and intenon to drink. This
youth appeal (Naonal Research Council and was also true for nonusers of alcohol (Pasch
et al., 2007). Two studies support some eviInstute of Medicine, 2004).
A ﬁrst step is to do an environmental scan of dence that restricng the content and placethe amount of adversing on the outside of ment of alcohol adversing may reduce unretail outlets and in parcular on the win- derage and excessive drinking, however furdows. The promoon secon of the assess- ther evidence is needed to conﬁrm eﬀects
ment tool — Oﬀpremise (store) environ- (University of Wisconsin County Health Rankmental scan, D3 from the Community Assess- ings, 2014).
ment Training binder can be used to help
document the current situaon. Involve
youth in this data gathering to raise their
awareness and crical thinking about this
area. Aer monitoring and collecng the
data, educate the community on the exisng
situaon. The data collecon and awareness
are preparaon for future advocacy for policy changes. 
If problems are found with any retailer’s extent of or youth appeal of their adversing,
the Friday Night Live toolkit contains suggesons on how to approach the retailer to ask
for changes. The toolkit oﬀers steps to engage youth to help with this strategy of examining retail signage and for policy change.
hp://www.fridaynightlive.org/wpcontent/
uploads/FNLLeeLawtoolkitdra_v2.pdf
Hawai‘i law
Hawai‘i law has regulated outdoor adversing without regard to adversing content,
this received a best pracce rang (CAMY,
2012). 
HRS §28144 (b) The Liquor Commission may
prescribe the character and extent of all other adversements, posters, or signs which
may be posted or maintained in or about the
licensed premises. 




Target substance(s): Alcohol










Used in Hawai‘i: Yes
Other names/examples: None



Indicator of Eﬀecveness and
Strength of Evidence











Indicator of eﬀecveness:

A 2006 naonal study, found evidence that
for every addional ad a young person saw
he or she drank 1% more. For each addional
dollar per capita spent on alcohol adversing
in a local market (above the naonal average
of $6.80 per capita), young people drank 3%
more, thus contribung to the fact that
greater exposure to alcohol adversing contributes to an increase in drinking among
underage youth (Snyder, Milici, Slater, Sun, &
Strizhakova, 2006). 

Not effective



Varied evidence of effectiveness



Effective

Strength of evidence:

Underage youth were more than ﬁve me
more likely to consume brands that adverse
on naonal TV and 36% more likely to consume brands that adverse in naonal magazines, which suggest that alcohol adversing
inﬂuences brand choice among youth who
consume alcohol (Siegel, Ross, Albers,
DeJong, King, Naimi, Jernigan, 2016). 



No evidence found



Grey literature



Single published study



Numerous published studies



Systematic review, metaanalysis




Cochrane Review, Community Guide,
NREPP

Causal Domain
Economic availability
Retail availability
Social availability
Promoon & media
Enforcement
Community norms

Future research and evidence are needed to
further recommend the implementaon of
alcohol adversing restricons as adversing
bans or restricons may contribute to a further shiing markeng acvies into less
regulated media such as the internet
(Siegfried et al., 2013; Babor, 2010). 
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